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II.8 Enacted Possibilities for Learning in Goals- and
Results-based Music Teaching
Olle Zandén 
In this chapter, enacted possibilities for learning in a Scottish and a Swedish
music lesson are analysed and compared with the intended learning outcomes
as defined in the Swedish national curriculum. The Scotland-Lesson proves
to place more emphasis on music's auditive aspects while the Sweden-Lesson
focuses playing as individual manual skills.  
In Sweden, the 1980-curriculum made a profound change for music educa-
tion since, in order to facilitate ensemble playing, it stipulated a maximum of
15 students in each music class in school years 7–9. From this time, ensem-
ble playing in the pop-rock tradition has been endemic to Swedish lower sec-
ondary music education. In the first half of the 1990s the primary and sec-
ondary schools’ system was transformed from centralised governance through
state rules and regulations to governance by goals and results. Simultane-
ously, the responsibility for schooling was transferred from the state to the
municipalities and to private enterprise. The change to goal-directedness em-
braced both administrative and pedagogical aspects. A 5-level norm refer-
enced grading system was replaced by a criterion referenced one with four lev-
els: fail, approved, passed with distinction and passed with great distinction
(Skolverket, 2011). These criterion-referenced curricula from 1994 were par-
tially revised in 2000, and in 2011 a major curriculum reform was launched,
the centre of which was more detailed content to be studied and a six-level
grading system (F (fail), E, D, C, B and A) defined by explicit knowledge re-
quirements. With this reform goal-directed teaching has soared and research
suggests that especially the detailed knowledge requirements have had a pro-
found impact, not only on grading, but also on teaching methods (Zandén &
Ferm Thorgersen 2015, Zandén & Ferm-Almqvist, forthcoming). Thus, a
prevalent problem within Swedish compulsory music education seems to be
to balance the curriculum’s overarching aims against the demand to struc-
ture teaching and grading through clear and measurable goals.




The overarching aim of this text in combination with the two short films,
is to contribute to knowledge and discussions about classroom music teach-
ing within goals- and results-based school systems. More specifically, the aim
is to highlight relations between musical overarching aims and the possibili-
ties for learning that are enacted in lessons with explicit learning intentions,
that is, with explicit short time goals. In order to accomplish this, the enact-
ed possibilities for musical learning in one Swedish and one Scottish music les-
son have been analysed. The main focus is on the Sweden-Lesson, while the
Scotland-Lesson is used as a counter-point. The two lessons are different in
many respects, for example in how the classroom is organised and equipped,
the students’ degree of autonomy and with regard to the teachers’ role, which
in the Scotland-Lesson is more managerial and dominant than in the Swedish
one. The difference most relevant for this analysis is however to do with how
the teachers define and handle the learning intentions, and what enacted pos-
sibilities for learning emerge within the teaching.  
The juxtaposition of overarching aims and the affordances for learning
that can be detected in a lesson is inspired by variation theory (Marton 2015),
namely its differentiation between intended, enacted and lived objects of
learning. The term enacted denotes what is actually possible to learn in a spe-
cific learning situation, which can be quite different from both the teachers’
intentions and what the students really learn, that is, from their lived objects
of learning. Intended objects of learning in variation theory based research are
often well defined, and both the Swedish lesson and the Scottish lesson dis-
play ways of narrowing and defining intended goals. However, it is not these
goals that are of interest in this study, but the enacted possibilities for learn-
ing that are relevant to the overarching aims in the Swedish music curriculum.
The lived objects of learning are not addressed in this analysis, since they are
to do with the students’ sense making and can only be guessed at without
going into dialogue with the students. 
In Sweden, there has, since 2009, been a strong political focus on making
learning goals clear and unambiguous and the 2011-curriculum is an offspring
of this ambition. I have elsewhere critiqued this belief in clarity as unrealistic,
untenable and deleterious since it threatens to trivialise education by reducing
learning content and aims to those which are easily and precisely expressible
in everyday language (Zandén 2014). Furthermore, an emphasis on clarity and
fairness in grading has shown to make music teachers cautious of using their
musical judgment since these judgments are seen as subjective and therefore un-
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reliable (Zandén 2016). One definition of authenticity within the pop and rock
tradition is the making of one’s own musical choices, and this perception has
also been shown to restrain music teachers’ involvement with expressive mu-
sical aspects in their students’ playing (Zandén 2010). All in all, a more and
more important norm within Swedish music education has been to avoid nor-
mativity when it comes to music specific qualities. The short film made from
the Sweden-Lesson (the ASF-1) highlights that the focus is on musical aspects
that can be unambiguously stated as right or wrong, such as playing the right
chords in the right time. Ironically, this implicates a focus on aspects that can
be assessed visually rather than aurally, as evidenced in the short film when the
teacher helps the students with fingering on keyboard or bass guitar. Such skills
are certainly relevant to the first part of the aims in the Swedish national mu-
sic curriculum, (Skolverket, 2011, 95) namely “to develop knowledge […] in
using musical instruments”. However, the main focus in the curriculum is on
the sounding, expressive and communicative aspects of music and musical
knowledge. The students are for example expected to develop their musical
creativity and sensitivity, “to acquire music as a form of expression and a
means of communication” and “develop the ability to experience and reflect
over music”. And this shall be done “together with others”. These are the as-
pects against which the two music lessons will be discussed. 
The Swedish lesson was recorded in a lower secondary school in 2010,
before the recent curriculum reform. However, the lesson is in many respects
representative of present Swedish lower secondary music education. The class
is fairly small, they are engaged in music making within the pop-rock tradi-
tion and the goals are defined as tasks rather than as abilities. This seems to
be an increasingly common way to organise goal-centred learning on a class-
room level in Sweden. According to the Swedish teacher the lesson is part of
an instrument learning and ensemble project that recurs intermittently dur-
ing more than two years of the students’ music tuition. This method was de-
veloped by the teacher in order to assure that all students, not only the most
advanced or interested, should develop their musical abilities. The teacher
emphasises that the students now “know exactly what they are supposed to
do next” (T-Interview I, Line 48) and that the method simplifies grading. He
also claims that performance, as opposed to playing alone, “demands quite
different musical qualities, that you can listen to each other” (Line 93) and
therefore the examination is always through a performance. 
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Overview of the Sweden-Lesson
In the Swedish lesson, which lasts for 37 minutes, 14 pupils are learning to
play drums, bass guitar, acoustic guitar and keyboard. They are preparing
for what this teacher calls their “instrumentalist driver’s licence”. The pres-
ent national curriculum stipulates that chord instruments, melody instru-
ments, bass-instruments and percussion shall be part of the core content and
the students’ music making shall be graded with regard to its fluency, its tim-
ing, and the degree to which the student notice and adapt to their fellow mu-
sicians. The level of difficulty in the musical material is however not specified,
which implies that even very moderate technical skills can be sufficient for ac-
quiring high grades. The curriculum in use when the music lesson was record-
ed had similar, although less detailed goals. The Swedish teacher has opera-
tionalised these goals by defining four levels of competence in four songs of
increasing difficulty. Each song has written instructions for each instrument.
These are printed on green laminated paper for the most basic song, (“num-
ber one”), yellow for the somewhat more advanced, red paper for the ad-
vanced (“number three”), and blue paper for the most advanced song. Giv-
en that the curriculum at that time only had three grades for pass, there is no
one-to-one relation between the songs and the grades. The main progression
within the material is to do with adding rhythmical complexity. When the
students have passed the test for level one on all four instruments they get a
green “driver’s licence” and can proceed to level two, and so on. The exam-
inations always take the form of ensemble playing with class-mates, often
scaffolded by the teacher. 
The seven boys and seven girls have three adjacent rooms at their dispos-
al: two small group rooms and the classroom.  The rooms are equipped with
several keyboards, guitars, electric guitars and bass guitars, one grand piano
and three drum kits. There are no tables, except for the teacher’s desks. Be-
fore admitting the pupils into the classroom, the teacher stands in the door-
way and gives them some information about what will happen after the les-
son. Then they enter, leaving their shoes at the door, and find a seat (girls to
the left and boys to the right) among the fifteen chairs that are arranged in a
neat semi-circle in the centre of the classroom. The teacher gives a one minute
introduction in which he reminds them that they shall practice on the songs
and, at the end of the lesson, that there will be an opportunity to be exam-
ined if they feel ready for it. 
This is followed by 25 minutes of
practice in which the students in-
dividually choose what, when
and where to practice. Most of
them stick to one instrument for
the whole lesson while some
switch instruments, for example
the girl who plays keyboard in
cut 7 and drum kit in cut 10. The
lesson is con-cluded with a short
examination: two rounds of “Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door” are played on
bass guitar, guitar, drum set and keyboard with the teacher singing while
showing the drum accompaniment with hands and feet. For two of the stu-
dents this was their examination on level 2, and when the class is dismissed,
these students approach the teacher and witness him registering their result
in his binder.
Overview of the Scotland-Lesson
The Scotland-Lesson lasts for 58 minutes and comprises three distinct topics,
each with its own explicit learning intention that is presented on the interac-
tive white board and read and recited by both teacher and students: “reca-
pitulate Scottish instruments”, be able to “recognise Scottish dances” and
“perform ‘Braveheart’ confidently in class ensemble. The first two topics are
dealt with in the first half hour, and then the work with “Braveheart” com-
mences. The students are already
assigned to instruments and have
apparently practiced their parts
in earlier lessons. After some ini-
tial individual practice they re-
hearse the piece five times and
both the teacher and the students
take part in suggesting some im-
provements regarding timing,
tempo and form. 
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Fig. 1: Sweden-Lesson: still from be-
ginning
Fig. 2: Scotland-Lesson: still from
joint assessment of performance
The students are playing glockenspiel, keyboard, guitar, bass guitar and a
drum kit, and the teacher participates on a piano. After the first rehearsal, the
teacher urges them “to listen to everyone else around you”, and even if the
progress in overall performance between the first and fifth versions is mod-
est, the students appear to be very focussed during these 7 minutes of en-
semble playing. Some of them (e.g. the glockenspiel-player in the middle) are
clearly improving their ability to perform their part during the lesson, and in
the brief interludes between the rehearsals the students are either practicing
or exploring the musical material. For example, the boy who plays the glock-
enspiel makes two attempts to play the theme in canon with his two col-
leagues and the two drummers elaborate on dividing the accompaniment be-
tween them. The Scotland-Lesson is concluded with a recapitulation of the
three topics’ learning intentions, an evaluation of to what extent the goals
have been reached and suggestions for future improvements. 
In summary, in the Sweden-Lesson, musical goals are defined as tasks that
are aimed at, practiced and examined within a context that takes little ac-
count of music’s sounding qualities. The lion’s share of the lesson is dedicat-
ed to individual practice and only some of the students get the opportunity
to do one minute of ensemble playing. This is contrasted to the Scotland-Les-
son, in which the goal (“to perform ‘Braveheart’ confidently”) is also for-
mulated as a task without specifications of desirable sounding qualities – the
adverb confidently denoting something about the attitude rather than about
the musical result.  However, when evaluating and commenting on their play-
ing, sounding, expressive aspects of the music making are focussed. The Scot-
tish class is working as a teacher-led group during the whole lesson and all
students are participating in the whole class ensemble with only a few min-
utes for individual practicing between the performances.
Assessing a single lesson against overarching aims can be seen as unfair to
both teacher and students since these goals cannot be expected to shine
through in all lessons. It is therefore important to state, that these lessons are
not used to assess the teachers’ overall work, but to illustrate a pedagogical
problem that probably faces many teachers in goals- and results-directed
school systems, namely to design music lessons both for goal-directed learn-
ing and as opportunities for music making, musical experiences and the de-
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The ASF Sweden
As already mentioned, a focus on instruments and repertoire from pop-rock
tradition has been prevalent in Sweden since 1980, and goal based teaching
and learning was officially introduced with the 1994-curriculum. Since the
1980s, there is also a tradition to promote pupil-centred as opposed to sub-
ject-centred or teacher-centred teaching and learning, and a demand on the
students to take responsibility for their own learning. According to this tradi-
tion, good teaching is characterised by a high degree of individualisation. This
has promoted teaching methods that include much independent work for stu-
dents. Thus, methods for playing popular music in small ensembles were de-
veloped in Sweden long before the term informal learning was introduced in
the pedagogical vocabulary. The last decade’s increasing emphasis on individ-
ual assessment of pupils’ subject specific knowledge has, however,  re instated
subject-centredness and the recorded lesson shows one way of working with
subject-specific goals within an established music classroom tradition. 
The analytical short film (ASF) created from the Sweden-Lesson takes a
critical stance to the lesson from the perspective of the music curriculum’s
overarching aims, according to which the pupils shall experience music, de-
velop a sensitive musical ear and acquire knowledge of and in music as a
mode of expression and as a means of communication. These overarching
aims were largely the same both in the 1994-curriculum and in the present
2011-curriculum, and should therefore have been well established in 2010
when the lesson was recorded. The aims most relevant for ensemble playing
are cited at the beginning of the film and recur in some of the cuts in order
to create a contrast between these aims and the opportunities for musical
learning that are enacted in the excerpts.  For example, the curriculum’s aim
to develop musical creativity is quoted when the teacher is instructing a pi-
anist how to move the fingers in order to change chords (ASF-1, cut 4, 00:35),
sensitivity to music is quoted when boys are struggling with playing notes on
the bass guitar (ASF-1, cuts 5 & 6, 00:53), and musical participation is cou-
pled to students doing different things without musical communication (ASF
-1 cuts 7 & 8, 01:18). A majority of the students seem to be able to ignore
the constant cacophony of tones, rhythms and talk that is inevitable, given the
design of the lesson. They focus on their tasks and little is seen or heard that
suggests that they use “music as a form of expression and a means of com-
munication” (ASF-1, cut 9, 01:36). This juxtaposition of aims and classroom
situations could be criticised as ‘measuring with the wrong sticks’, thus giv-
ing a false impression of the lesson’s qualities. The argument against this is,
firstly, that the presentation is intended to invoke reflections on relations be-
tween overarching aims and possibilities for musical learning in teaching
practices, and, secondly, that there is no evidence in this Swedish lesson of any
focus on creativity, sensitivity, communication and expression in relation to
sounding music. 
The first cut (ASF-1, cut 3) shows the teacher, standing in a relaxed posi-
tion giving short instructions to the students who are sitting in the orderly
semicircle of chairs arranged before the lesson. Then one of the instruction
sheets is shown, in order to give the viewer a glimpse of the teaching material
that constitutes the students’ primary source of information about the goals to
be reached when playing bass guitar, keyboard, guitar and drum set. The stu-
dents have to pass the first level on all instruments, but can then choose to be
examined on the next three levels by learning to play the songs that define each
level of proficiency. Then follows seven cuts (ASF-1, cuts 4–10) from the les-
son’s second phase, which consists of nearly half an hour of more (ASF Swe.
cut 7, pianist) or less (ASF-1, cut 8, boys) engagement in  individual practic-
ing. The teacher is constantly moving between the students, answering ques-
tions and giving hints and suggestions to help them in their work. 
These seven cuts do not follow
the temporal order of the lesson,
since there is no common pro-
gression: each student follows his
or her own itinerary when striv-
ing to reach the goals. 
The last minute of the short
film consists of five clips (ASF-1,
cuts 11–17, 01:52) from the les-
son’s third phase, the examina-
tion. The students have resumed their positions in the semicircle, the teacher
asks for examinees, and two students volunteer. In order to create an ensem-
ble, some students who have already passed this exam volunteer as “guest
artists”. Then four of the pupils play the “number two song” (“Knockin’ on
Heaven’s Door”) in a one-minute version while the teacher stands facing
them, simultaneously singing the lead, counting beats, modelling the drum-
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Fig. 3: Sweden-Lesson: still from
teacher instructing drummer
pattern with arms and right foot and using subject specific language such as
eight notes (ASF-1, cut 13, 02:08). The ten students that don’t participate on
instruments are sitting in a slumped position (ASF-1, cut 14, 02:24). Some of
them attempt to sing, but it is nearly inaudible on the sound track. One of the
“guest artists” makes several grave mistakes on the keyboard but this seems
to be irrelevant, perhaps since she had already taken that grade. 
Finally, the teacher ends the lesson by asking the pupils to put every in-
strument, paper and chair in its proper place, and the two examinees ap-
proach the teachers’ desk, focusing on the register (ASF-1, cut 17, 02:45).
The explicit goals were to master the instruments in an ensemble setting, and
the teacher affirms that the two students have succeeded. The teacher com-
ments that the first girl’s playing was “very good” and the second girl gets the
comment: “You got a bit lost, but then you got back on track again, and that
is what counts, since it shows that you hear where you are.” In the additional
material to the recorded films, the teacher emphasises “practical music mak-
ing” (T-Interview I, Line 56) as the “main hub” of music education, and the
ability to “get back on track” is certainly an important thing in ensemble
playing, something which is also pointed out by the Scottish teacher. How-
ever, this argument for granting the girl a pass can be taken as an indication
that the strong focus on learning the parts might not be totally in line with
the teacher’s music pedagogical values. 
As for the students’ possibilities to develop the capacities mentioned in
the curriculum’s overarching goals, there are some points of concern. Firstly,
the chaotic sonic environment during the half hour of individual practice
makes little room for developing a sensitive musical ear, and during the two
minutes of communal music making the only aspects that are made explicit
by the teacher are the rhythmic patterns, the pulse and the meter. When giv-
ing feedback to the examinees, he declares the awareness of musical form
(“to hear where you are”) to be the ultimate criterion for her guitar playing,
which, as an aspect of both musical sensitivity and reflection can be seen as
part of the overarching goals. As for music as communication, the classroom
situation with fourteen students simultaneously playing four songs on four in-
struments in individual tempi leaves no room for musical communication ex-
cept for the physical, kinaesthetic communication between instrument and
player. Finally, the possibilities of developing an understanding of music as a
mode of expression are scarce, partly because the focus is on playing the right
thing, partly because the singing and the lyrics are not given any attention,
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Reminder Point of Quality Phase of
Lesson
1 00:00 00:00 Title “Overarching aims vs. enacted possibilities of learning
in a Swedish music classroom”
00:07 Sub-ti-
tle
“From the aims: develop musical creativity & sensitivity
to music, participate in musical contexts, acquire music
as a form of expression and a means of communica-
tion.”
2 00:15 2 02:02 Introduction Students choose when to learn,
when to be examined and what
level to aim for. Conforms to










Goals of learning and basis for
grading are defined as tasks








learning: 4 songs of
increasing complexi-
ty. Lowest level is a
two chord song”
4 00:29 2 05:41 Zoom Individual piano in-
struction – fingering
“Mechanical” rather than musi-














“From the aims: to
develop their musical
creativity …”
Emphasis on basic instrument
skills directs attention to physi-
cal movements rather than to
creative work with sounding
music.
5 00:48 1 30:33 zoom Bass guitar fingering
1
Teacher uses a combination of
pointing and naming, which can
contribute to a better under-










Mechanical repeating of one




Fig. 4: Tabular Presentation of the Complementary Information for ASF-1,
Sweden-Lesson
Angle 1 camera from front left (teacher’s perspective),  Angle 2 = Camera from back center
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6 00:56 3 18:48 Bass guitarist 2 Diagnostic question that doesn’t
lead to formative response.
Teacher leaves student without
having checked how the student
has understood the feedback.







“to participate in mu-
sical contexts”
The design of the lesson with en-
suing acoustic cacophony de-
mands ability to disregard sur-
rounding sounds rather than to
participate in musical context.
8 01:24 4 08:22 Distracted boys Small room a safe haven for not
working.
9 01:29 1 03:50 Classroom: multiple
practicing
Individual practice in cacopho-
nous sonic environment renders







“to acquire music as
a form of expression
and a means of com-
munication”
10 01:40 2 08:04 zoom Teacher models play-
ing the drums.
Loud, dominant instructions in
room with many activities. Com-
munication through physical/vi-





to do is stipulated,
when to do it is op-
tional.”





12 01:56 2 27:48 Who wants to be ex-
amined?
13 02:08 2 31:53 Zoom Prepare to play Very short ensemble sessions
with only 5 of 14 students partic-
ipating.










14 02:24 1 33:57 Exam: playing and
occasional singing
15 02:27 2 32:17 Zoom
16 02:43 Sub-
title:
Focus on the grade
17 02:45 1 35:51
and because the teacher gives no feedback neither on expression nor on im-
pression, that is, he doesn’t address music’s communicative and emotional
aspects. 
The ASF-2, Scotland-Lesson, as a Counterpoint
The Analytical Short Film compiled from the recordings of the Scotland-Les-
son has, similarly to the Sweden-Film, been created in order to compare the
Swedish overarching aims for compulsory music education with the possi-
bilities for musical learning and experiencing that are enacted. The Scottish
example suggests a pedagogical and institutional tradition that differs sub-
stantially from the Swedish. These contextual differences are manifested in
many ways, for example how the classroom is arranged (ASF-2, cuts 3–4,
00:19) and what role the teacher assumes and how goals and objects of learn-
ing are formulated and dealt with (ASF-2, cuts 2–6 & 16–17). 
Thus, a comparison based on
aims that might be external to the
Scottish context can nevertheless
shed light on the Sweden-Lesson
and the musical, educational and
institutional traditions within
which it is embedded. As for the
intended learning objects, both
the Sweden- and Scotland-
Lessons are explicit. In the Swe-
den-Lesson the goals are defined
by “what to do tasks” while in the Scotland-Lesson they are defined as a
“how to do task”, namely to perform “Braveheart” confidently. 
The design of the Sweden-Lesson allows for individual choices as to when
and what the students shall focus on since the time scale for goal fulfilment is
more than two years and since individual practice constitutes the lion’s share
of the teaching. As a contrast, the Scottish design is based on very detailed
planning in which the teacher keeps a strict control of actions and even of what
the students are saying: they are reading goals and success criteria aloud from
a written script. From a Swedish perspective, except for the strong emphasis on
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Fig. 5: Scotland-Lesson: still from repe-
tition of learning intentions
explicit goals, this type of strictly teacher-controlled teaching reminds us of
pedagogical ideals that were prevalent until the beginning of the 1980s, when
popular music was introduced in school music on a grand scale. Thus, the first
50 seconds of the ASF-2 reflects a view on what, to a Swedish mind, seems to
be an authoritarian system in which students are forced to pay lip service to
predefined goals without any room for students’ ownership of their own learn-
ing. However, this first part of the short film also recognizes the Scottish em-
phasis on music terminology, as evidenced by the key words hanging from the
ceiling, as if the high realm of verbally formulated ideas reaches for the mate-
rial realm represented by the instruments on floor and desks.  
In the ASF-1 the presentation of overarching goals from the Swedish mu-
sic curriculum are intended to create a contrast between these goals and the
possibilities for learning that are enacted in the recording. In the ASF-2 as a
contrast, these Swedish goals are cited in the film where the situation seems
to afford such learning. While ensemble playing in the Sweden-Lesson is only
taking part during two minutes, that is 5% of the lesson time, in the Scotland-
Lesson, focussed listening, ensemble playing and dialogue on specific musi-
cal qualities fills the better half of the lesson. Moreover, what is actually fo-
cused on and assessed formatively in the Scottish class is auditive aspects of
ensemble playing, not the explicit albeit musically rather void goal “to per-
form ‘Braveheart’ confidently” (ASF-2, cuts 1–6). Thus, the lesson seems to
play out on two stages, one for audit via the smartboard and one for musi-
cal play and learning. On this second stage the students can develop musical
skills and understanding. At the end of the lesson (ASF-2, cut 16, 02:25),
these two stages (scripted vs. enacted) are displayed in parallel, as one of the
students is standing at the smartboard reporting their goal attainment while
the teacher and the rest of the class are talking about the enacted musical re-
sult and how to improve this in the future. Thus, in spite of a seemingly rig-
orously controlled and formalistic system of goals, criteria and audit, the
teacher creates possibilities for the students to develop their understanding
both of and in music as a mode of expression. Since the teacher involves the
students’ judgment in the formative assessment of the performances, the les-
son affords many possibilities for developing a sensitive musical ear and im-
proving musical communication. 
Furthermore, while in the Scottish class all students are engaged in more
or less focused ensemble playing (ASF-2, cut 7, 00:50), only one third of the
Swedish  students  were  engaged  in  music  making  during the two minutes
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Reminder Point of Quality Phase of
Lesson
1 00:00 00:00 Title ”Swedish overarching aims vs. enacted possibilities of
learning in a Scottish music classroom”
2 00:04 2 03:54 The last learning in-
tention
Strangely formalistic approach
to a learning object since it is re-
peated so many times in exactly
the same wording despite it be-
ing so void of musical content.
From a Swedish perspective it is
unusual with so many tables in
a dedicated music classroom. It































ceiling … meeting in-
struments”









board at the centre”
5 00:31 Subti-
tle:
”After having work -
ed with two other
topics …”
Strange that the wording is re-
peated without any further clari-










6 00:34 1 32:23 Learning intentions
and instructions
7 00:50 3 Ensemble playing Listening and auditive aspects










ipate in a musical
context”
All students participate in the
music making, and all get the
opportunity to participate in the
evaluations and to give sugges-
tions as to how the playing can




Fig. 6: Tabular Presentation of the Complementary Information for ASF-2,
Scotland-Lesson 
Angle 1 = Camera front right (seen from teacher’s perspective). Angle 2: Front left, Angle 3:














”Swedish aim: to de-
velop the ability to
experience music …





9 01:17 1 48:00 Dialogue on musical
qualities in the per-
formance 
10 01:35 1 “5th performance af-
ter pupils’ sugges-
tions”
11 01:38 1 50:26 Zoom Performance 
guitarists
The students have also suggested
the form, with guitars playing
one round before the others en-
ter. 




”Limited time for in-
dividual experiment
ation and practice”



















”… e.g. by trying out
a canon”
16 02:25 1 56:03 Learning intention;
success?
The musical aspects get the final
word in the classroom, but it
seems like the scripted goals are






























ed via the smart-
board … while the
class focuses on mu-
sical qualities in the
performance.”
18 1 56:48 Student answering
19 02:51 3 57:00 Teacher summarises
when the auditive chaos gave way for ensemble playing. A final contrast is the
level of engagement that can be induced from the students’ behaviour and
postures. The Scottish boys (ASF-2, cut 6, 00:34) seem to be equally bored
by the repetition of the learning intentions as are the Swedish boys when the
music is performed (ASF-1, cuts 14 & 15, 02:24). On the other hand, most
of the Swedish students seem to be focused when they practice on their own
(ASF-1, cuts 7 & 9, 01:15 & 01:30) and even those who have a pause among
the Scottish students (ASF-2, cut 11, 01:49) seem to be attentively watching
and listening during the performance.  
Conclusions
The Swedish lesson can be seen as paradigmatic of Swedish music educa-
tion in lower secondary schools as it is based on individualised, goal direct-
ed work with a narrow repertoire of easily playable popular music, and the
teacher mainly functions as a personal instructor rather than as the director
of whole class activities. The teaching seems to be in line with some of the
curriculum’s overarching goals, for example that goals shall be clearly com-
municated and that students shall assume responsibility for their own learn-
ing. The curriculum also emphasizes that democratic working forms should
be applied in practice and that the “democratic principles of being able to
influence, take responsibility and be involved should cover all pupils”
(Skolverket 2011, 17). Perhaps the freedom to choose when to perform the
prescribed tasks can be interpreted as such a democratic working form, giv-
en the restrictions provided by a curriculum in which content, goals and cri-
teria are defined in detail.  
When it comes to the overarching musical goals, however, these seem to
be largely absent both as explicit intentions and as enacted possibilities in
the Sweden-Lesson. A minority of the class participates in a musical context,
the strong focus on learning one’s part seems to rule out attempts to devel-
oping musical creativity, and to judge from the chaotic soundscape in the
classroom the chances of the students’ making musical experiences and de-
veloping their musical sensitivity are scarce. Rather, the ability to turn a deaf
ear to fellow musicians seems to be a prerequisite for focussed and success-
ful work in the Sweden-classroom. Since all students work on their own to
master a part of a song for the better part of the lesson, it is also quite im-
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probable that they get a feeling for music as a form of expression and a
means of communication.  
The Scotland-Lesson sheds light on the Swedish lesson by displaying a way
of teaching music which from a Swedish perspective is authoritarian, partly
scripted and in compliance with detailed rules for goal-directed teaching.
However, given the whole Scottish lesson, the rituals of reading, rereading and
writing learning intentions and success criteria appear more and more to be
paraphernalia that are imposed from above to make the teaching auditable.
When the enacted possibilities for learning in the Scotland-Lesson are analysed
from the standpoint of the Swedish aims, it displays possibilities for musical
participation for all students and good opportunities for musical experiences
as well as for sharpening their musical sensibility. The Scottish teacher focus-
es repeatedly on the sounding result by asking the students how the perform-
ance could be enhanced, while the Swedish teacher concentrates on basic in-
strumental technique and never discusses sounding musical qualities during
the lesson. The Scottish teacher gives few instructions but asks many ques-
tions which engage the students’ musical judgment, and the mixing of evalu-
ative talk and playing opens up an awareness of the music’s expressive po-
tential. Within only 20 minutes, “Braveheart” is rehearsed five times, the last
performance being a longer version in which the students have suggested the
orchestration and musical form. Since all students have their written parts,
the opportunities for musical creativity only happen between the tutti re-
hearsals, but some students do experiment with the musical material in these
interstices. Thus, from the perspective of the Swedish curriculum’s overarch-
ing aims, the Scotland-Lesson, by focusing on music’s sounding qualities in
an ensemble situation, highlights the Sweden-Lesson’s lack of attention to mu-
sic’s sounding, emotional, expressive and communicative aspects as well as its
lack of discourse that can address qualitative musical aspects. 
However, as for the relation between the lessons’ intended objects of learn-
ing and their enacted possibilities for learning, the Swedish lesson is actually
better aligned than the Scottish, since most of the sounding musical aspects
that are elaborated in the Scottish lesson have only a marginal connection to
performing “Braveheart” confidently. In the Swedish case, it is obvious that
the goal is to play one’s part together with an ensemble, whatever the sound-
ing result, and this is also what is practiced during the lesson. 
Again, these comparisons must not be taken as an assessment of the qual-
ity of the teachers’ work as a whole, or of their musical and educational ideals.
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Each lesson, taken on its own, says very little about these music teachers’ pro-
fessional knowledge and working methods. Rather, the lessons can be seen as
glimpses of two educational cultures and examples of how goals- and results-
based teaching can be handled. In an article titled Goals gone wild (Ordóñez
et al., 2009), negative side effects of goal setting are brought to the fore, among
others, a tendency to inhibit learning, to redirect motivation from the activi-
ty to the goal and to favour quantitative over qualitative goals. The Swedish
school system is now rapidly transforming itself in order to adapt to neo-lib-
eral demands on auditability and accountability, and to political and public de-
mands for equal and fair grading. The Sweden-Lesson displays teaching and
learning that seems to be motivated by goals rather than by the musicking it-
self, and these goals have more of a quantitative than a qualitative character.
The Scotland-Lesson however seems to have found a way to pay lip service to
a system of accountability through goals and results while adhering to and
developing qualitative aspects of music making. The Scottish teacher created
a “goal free zone” when her students were asked for their opinions. Their sug-
gestions and assessments were probably based on their lifelong acquaintance
with music, not on a stated success criterion. Furthermore, the teacher-centred
structure of the Scotland-Lesson seemed to give the individual students more
opportunities for meaningful music making than the more individualised, stu-
dent-centred Swedish approach. However, this is probably more a result of
the extremely individualised work in the Swedish classroom than an inherent
quality of teacher-centred lesson design.  
The students in the two lessons have been engaged in quite intense activi-
ties and must consequently have learnt something, probably different things
for each student if learning is taken as understanding or experiencing some-
thing new or understanding something familiar in a new way. In spite of the
impossibility of knowing what meaning the individual student has created,
the music teacher’s job is arguably to create as good opportunities for musi-
cally meaningful learning as possible. As Michael Scriven (1981) stated near-
ly 40 years ago, one risk with assessing goal attainment is that it can render
much important learning invisible. This rings with the previously mentioned
risks with goal setting (Ordóñez et al., 2009). In spite of the apparent freedom
in the Swedish classroom, I would argue that the Swedish students were much
more affected by goal setting’s negative side effects than were their Scottish
counterparts. However, in order to find out if this is the case, empirical stud-
ies of the lived, experienced learning in similar settings are needed. A goals-
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and results-based system for teaching and accountability might for one teacher
create a feeling of entrapment and for another a feeling of security and con-
trol. Whatever the personal perception of the system, it is, in my opinion, im-
perative that lower level goals are not allowed to obscure higher level goals.
In a recent survey study (Zandén & Ferm-Almqvist, forthcoming) a vast ma-
jority of the music teachers declare that the Swedish music curriculum’s over-
arching aims are well in line with their own ideals about music making and
music education. These goals are on such a high level of generality, that it
seems impossible to construct success criteria for them. According to D. Royce
Sadler (1989), when it comes to complex assessment tasks, each situation calls
forth its own criteria, depending on context. Contextual knowledge comes
from acquaintance, and most students have long acquaintance with music.
Hence it is important that music teachers create opportunities for students to
use their own musical judgment without having to submit to externally pre-
scribed criteria. If this is done in ensemble playing or cooperative composition
settings, the possibilities for the students to address and develop the learning
and competences mentioned in the overarching aims are probably better than
if they are micro managed through an explicit and detailed system of learning
intentions and success criteria. 
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